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their satellites, extremely small spots divided by wast spaes. We an onsider an islandtogether with nearby satellites as one single ellipti struture, and ount it as one \island".Conjeture 1 In the ase of the standard map there exist only the islands listed abovein the ases I and II.If this onjeture is true then the bad estimate onst g�1 for the density of En an bereplaed by (onst g)�n�1 as it follows from the �rst estimate (11) and the mentioned fatthat the number of islands of order n satisfying ases I and II is bounded by onstant�gn :Sine all the estimates for the individual windows ome from some kind of renormalizationproedure, self-similarity reasons involve that the onstants in these estimates an behosen independent of n and g : By our onstrution, all islands belong to some ells inFLE's and hene E = S1k=0 Ek where E0 is the set of values of the parameter g for whihthe entral islands exists, En ; n � 1 ; is the set of parameters orresponding to existingislands of the order n : If we put all these estimate together, we obtain that the set Esatis�es the same estimate (9) as E1 ; maybe with another onstant.5 AknowledgmentsThis investigations was partially supported by INTAS grant 97-0771, and for the se-ond author by RFFI grant 97-01-00612 and the grant of the State Higher EduationalCommittee in Russia.The paper was written during the visit of the seond author in July 1999 at theUniversity of Milano Bioa. The visit has been supported by INDAM, Gruppo Nazionaleper la Fisia Matematia.The authors thank the referee for very useful omments.Referenes[1℄ V.I.Arnold, Mathematial methods of lassial mehanis, Springer, Heidelberg,1978.[2℄ V.I.Arnold, V.V.Kozlov, A.I.Neishtadt, Enylopedia of Mathematial Siene. Dy-namial Systems III, Springer, Berlin, 1988.[3℄ L. Carleson, Stohasti models of some dynamial systems. In Geometri aspets offuntional analysis (1989-90), volume 1469 of Leture Notes in Math., pages 1{12.Spriger-Verlag, Berlin, 1991.[4℄ E. Cornelis, M. Wojtkowski, A riterion for the positivity of the Lyapunov har-ateristi exponent. Ergodi Theory and Dynamial Systems vol.4, No.4, 527{539,1984.[5℄ P. Duarte, Plenty of ellipti islands for the standard family of area preserving maps.Annales de l'Institut Henri Poinar�e, Analyse non lin�eaire vol. 11, No 4 ,359{409,1994.[6℄ A. Giorgilli, V.F. Lazutkin, C. Sim�o, Visualization of a hyperboli struture in areapreserving maps, Regular and Chaoti Dynamis v.2, No 3/4, 47 {61, 199710



order g3 : Substituting this into (4) gives the estimatesthe width of w�k � g�1�2n ; the height of w�k � g�1�n ; (11)and in its turn the estimate of the order g�1�2n for the width of the interval of the valuesof the parameter g for whih the ollision (10) takes plae. The estimate (11) and othersimilar estimates are obtained on the heuristi level. Rigorous proofs would depend onthe diÆult indutive onstrution of FLE(n).Putting together the ontributions oming from the ollisions between all possiblehorseshoes, w00�k ; and targets, w�l ; one �nds that the density of the set En of the valuesof the parameter g for whih there exists an island of order is bounded from above byonst g�1 independently of n :This looks desperating: by throwing out a relatively small set we an kill islands of any�nite order, but annot kill all of them! But in fat the situation is a little bit better. Inthe ase of the entral island and the islands of the order 1 every ollision of a "horseshoe"with a "target window" resulted in the reating of an island, as it follows from [11℄. Thesituation is di�erent for the island of higher orders. Indeed, the relation (10) is neessaryfor the existene of an island inside w�k : It means that the island inside w�k omes after(n+ 1)-th iterate to another window, w�l : But the same ondition should be ful�lled alsofor w�l : otherwise it ould not ontain an island. In fat, the trajetory of an islandshould be periodi, and hene this hain of ollisions should be losed. So the analysiswhih ounts all ollisions of the form (10) is superuous. Let us all the ollision (10)"good" if the orresponding horseshoe of the target, namely w00�l ; has no ollision withsome w�s : If a ollision is good, then it annot produe an island. This lassi�ation anredue strongly the possible ases of the birth of islands. We have a string of targets,fw�l g and another string of horseshoes, fw00�k g the latter moving along the former withveloity of the order 1 when one moves g : A kind of interferention of these two (in somesense regular) strings will produe islands, and a quasiperiodiity ould help to avoid themost double ollisions (f. [8℄).Nevertheless there are odes for whih the ollision of the form (10) always produesan island. There are two ases of speial odes:I. Both k and l are symmetri, that is k = k and l = l where the dash over a stringdenotes the inversion of the string: (k1; k2; : : : ; kn) = (kn; kn�1; : : : ; k1) : In this ase theisland in the window w�k omes after n-th iterates to a symmetri window w0�k ; then, afterthe next iterate it falls, due to (10), in w�l ; and after additional n iterates it omes to asymmetri window w0�l on the vertial trunk. Sine all �gure is symmetri with respetto diagonal (or the same: with respet to the ation of the reversor R), the window w0�lmeets a horseshoe whih is symmetri to w00�k and, again by the symmetry (reall thatthe reversor onjugates F with F�1) ; this new horseshoe is the preimage of the initialwindow wk : Therefore the trajetory of the island trough the windows has period 2n+ 2if k 6= l : The number of suh "symmetri" ollisions is estimated from above by onst gn :II. The ase k = l : This ase produes an island of period n+ 1 : The number of suhollisions is again of the order gn :We onlude the paper by formulating a onjeture about islands. To do that let uspreise a little bit the de�nition of an island. Typially an island posesses \satellites",i. e. smaller islands of higher periods whih aompany the main one. We believe that,for large values of the paprameter g ; islands of a �xed large order oupy, together with9



4 FLE's and islands of higher ordersWe would like to onstrut a dereasing sequene FLE(n), n=1,2,3,..., suh that 1)FLE(n)would onsist of the ells reated by the web Snk=0 (W uk [W sk ) ; 2)it would as simple aspossible, in partiularly, it would onsist of two parts: vertial an horizontal trunks, andthe ells of eah trunk would be ordered in a linear way following to a more or less smoothurve.We an try to onstrut the sequene of FLE's indutively. Suppose all FLE(k) withk < n are onstruted. To build FLE(n) let us �rst subdivide the ells of FLE(n-1)by all possible ars of W un and W sn : The seond step is to subjet the new smaller ellsinside FLE(n-1) to a seletion by the "geometri test" desribed in the Setion 3. Theunion of the remaining ells is still too ompliated and form a kind of a "tree" and amore ompliated struture. To selet the "main trunk" one should "ut o�" the "lateralbranhes". The motivation is that these lateral branhes an be �lled by the images ofparts of the main trunk and some smaller good ells. The following hint an be usefulin seleting the ells belonging to FLE(n). Consider the n-th iterates of the �elds ofthe stable and the unstable diretions de�ned at the end of Setion 3: Xun = F n� (Xu)and Xsn = F�n� (Xs) and denote by Dn(z) the square of the sinus of the angle betweenthese two diretions at a point z : Then the above "geometri" seletion is the same asto retain the ells ontaining zeroes of Dn(z) : The latter onstitute a smooth urve. Letus onsider the urvatures of the lines of the �elds Xun and Xsn passing through a pointof this urve and take the maximal of these two. The urvature so de�ned an help toselet lateral branhes from the main trunk: at points of the lateral line the value of theurvature is muh bigger than at points of the zero line passing trough the main trunk.Unfortunately, at the present moment, there is no rigorous desription of the onstrutionin question,as well as a rigorous proof that it provides a FLE. This will be a subjet offuture investigations.Suppose we have onstruted FLE(n). Then the same analysis as in preeding setionan be arried out to determine if there exist an island inside a ell  of FLE(n).As well as in the ase of FLE(1), a ell  of the horizontal trunk of FLE(n) aquires aode k whih is now a string of n symbols: k = (k1; k2; : : : ; kn) where ki = ni�1(z) ; z 2 (reall that the funtions nk(z) are de�ned by the relation (6)). Analogously, a ell 0whih belongs to the vertial part of FLE(n) aquires the ode k0 = (k01; k02; : : : ; k0n) ;where k0i = n�i(z) ; z 2 0 :Consider the ase when a ell  of the horizontal trunk of FLE(n) with the odek = (k1; k2; : : : ; kn) ontains an island, its n�1 iterates are outside of FLE(n), and the n-thiterate rosses a ell, 0 ; belonging to the vertial trunk of FLE(n). We say suh an islandhas the order n : Then the ode of 0 is reverse to k ; that is k0 = k = (kn; kn�1; : : : ; k1) :The same analysis as in the ase of FLE(1) yields the following neessary ondition for theexistene of an island inside  : This island is on�ned in a muh smaller window w�k �  :Denote w0�k = F n(w�k) and w00�k = F (w0�k ) (a horseshoe). Then the ondition isw00�k \ w�l 6= ; (10)for some window w�l belonging to the horizontal trunk of FLE(n). To alulate sizes ofa typial window w�k one should take K1 � g and K2 � g1+3n in (4) sine the seond(vertial) family of parabolas is a reverse image of the initial vertial family with maximalurvature of order g via the n-th iterate of F ; eah iterates supplying a multiplier of the8



ell  : Let us apply the same heuristi analysis as in the ase of the entral island by useof families of parabolas. The horizontal family of the parabolas in our ase is the sameas in the ase of the entral island, and their maximal urvatures have the same order,that is K1 � g : To obtain the vertial family of parabolas in the ell  one has to takethe preimage of that for the entral island via the map F : Sine the linear part of themap F is lose to the diagonal linear map with the matrix  � 00 ��1 ! with � � g ; themaximal urvature of the preimage of a parabola from the initial vertial family aquiresa multiplier of the order �3 : So, the vertial family of parabolas passing trough the ell has the maximal urvature, K2 ; of the order g4 : Substituting these estimates for K1 andK2 into (4), we obtain the following estimates for the sizes of the window, denote it byw�k where k is the ode of  ; where the island may reside if it exists in the ell  (reallthat in this setion we study only the islands whose iterates never quit FLE(1)):the width of w�k � g�3 ; the height of w�k � g�2 ; (7)Let now determine the position and the size of the interval in the real line of the parameterg where an island of suh kind an exist. The image, w0�k ; of w�k under the map F belongsto the vertial part of FLE(1). The seond image of w�k ; that is w00�k = F (w0�k ) = F 2(w�k) ;is a small horseshoe whih lies again in the horizontal part of FLE(1). This an be donestarting with eah ell  in the horizontal part of FLE(1). Therefore, on this horizontalpart we have plenty of windows fw�kg and horseshoes fw00�k g the index k ranging all butone possible values. They reate two more or less regular sequenes of spots where islandan exist. If there exists an island in w00�k it must be ontained in some initial window,say w�l : This gives a neessary ondition for the existene of an island of the onsideredtype: w00�k \ w�l 6= ; : (8)If k = l in this relation, we expet an island of period 2. This means that all KAM irleswhih ontain in w�k move under the �rst iterate to w0�k ; and then, after applying the nextiterate return to w�k : The periods of KAM urves in this ase have to be even. If k 6= l ;we obtain an island of a higher period.To estimate the width of the interval in the real axis of the parameter g ontaining thevalues of g for whih the relation (8) takes plae, one has to take into aount that thestring of initial small windows, fw�kg ; undergoes little hanges when one starts to hangeg ; while the string of horseshoes, fw00�k g ; starts to move along FLE(1) with a veloity loseto 1. So, the width of the interval in g-axis where the ollision (8) ours is of the orderg�3 : This estimate together with the estimates (7) for the sizes of the window ontainingthe island both are in an exellent agreement with analyti an numerial analysis madefor suh kind of islands in [11℄. Let us all the onsidered islands the islands of the order1. Denote by E1 the set on the axis of g onsisting of the values with the property thatthe map orresponding to this value has an island of the order 1. Sine the number of theollisions of the form (8) when g ranges the interval [n=2; (n+ 1)=2℄ ; n integer, equals tothe produt of the number of the windows and the number of the horseshoes, we obtainthat the total estimate of the Lebesgue measure of E1 \ [n=2; (n+ 1)=2℄ :leb(E1 \ [n=2; (n+ 1)=2℄) � onst n�1 : (9)7



where A andB are onstants so that in new oordinates the parabolas of both families havemaximal urvatures equal to 1. An easy alulation gives the following simple expressionsfor A and B : A = K�1=31 K�2=32 ; B = K�2=31 K�1=32 : (4)In our ase K1 = K2 = 4�2g ; and, using the above saling, we an expet that, afteradding few iterates, the size of the entral window whih ontains the entral islandredues to some amount whih is of order 1 in the saled variables �; �; or of the order1=g in the old variables x; y : Denote this redued entral window by w� : Consider theimage, F (w�) ; of the redued window whih looks like a horseshoe. It lies somewhere inthe horizontal string of FLE(1), the x-oordinate near g mod12 ; and moves to the rightwith veloity lose to 1 if one inreases the parameter g : Sine sin(2�x) is lose to zeroin w� ; the map does not hange strongly the sizes of the ell, and we onlude that thewidth and the height of the horseshoe, F (w�) ; is also of the order 1=g : The neessaryondition for the existene of the entral island reads now as:F (w�) \ w� 6= ; (5)In view of the above desription of the position, the sizes, and the veloity of F (w�) ; oneobtains easily that (5) holds if the parameter g runs trough an interval of the width ofthe order 1=g ; plaed in the viinity of N=2 ; where N is an integer, and the sizes of theentral island in its maximal phase are also of the order 1=g in both oordinates. Bothnumerial experiments and analyti alulations (see [11℄) show that this result is in avery good aordane with reality. It also follows from [11℄ that the ondition (5) is loseto the suÆient one.Consider now the question whether there exist islands whih are inside other ellsof FLE(1) and suh that their iterates never quit FLE(1). It is onvenient to supplythem with some labels, or odes. To this end, let us onstrut a symboli representationfor the dynamial system (F; Z) taking a partition P of Z reated by the ells of theweb W u0 [ W s0 [ W s1 : These lines together with all its images with respet to F k ; k =0;�1;�2; : : : ; onstitute a set of Lebesgue measure zero. So we an restrit ourselveswith onsidering points whose trajetories never fall on the boundaries of the elements ofP : Denote by N the number of the elements of P : The following asymptoti estimate istrue for large values of g : N � 4g : Let us attah numbers from 1 to N to the elementsof the partition P in some order: P = SNi=1Ai : Then almost eah point z of Z aquiresan in�nite ode (: : : ; n�2(z); n�1(z); n0(z); n1(z); n2(z); : : :) by the rule:F i(z) 2 Ani(z) ; i 2 Z : (6)The equality (6) de�nes a sequene of funtions ni : Z ! f1; 2; : : : ; Ng ; i 2 Z :We supply a non-entral ell,  ; of the horizontal part of FLE(1) with a ode whihonsists of one number equal to n0(z) ; z 2  ; and a non-entral ell, 0 ; belonging to thevertial part of FLE(1) with the 1-letter ode equal to n�1(z) ; z 2 0 :Suppose now that a non-entral ell  belonging to the horizontal part of FLE(1) withode k ontains an island whose images never quit FLE(1). Then the �rst forward imageof the island should be inside the non-entral ell 0 belonging to the vertial part ofFLE(1) with the same ode as  due to the de�nition of the ode. As well as in the aseof the entral island, the spot ontaining the island appears to be muh smaller than the6



of "geometrially good" ells in the viinity of the points lose to homolini tangeny(marked by letter E on Fig.1). QEDOne an give an equivalent loal desription of ells whih belong to FLE(1). Note�rst that all ells whih possess at least one edge ontained in W u0 [W s0 is "good", thatis it has no intersetion with FLE(1). Consider ells with all edges made from W u1 [W s1 :Let us supply the urves W u1 and W s1 with the orientation in the sense that a loalobserver living at a point belonging to a urve knows whih side of surrounding surfaeis \right" and whih one is "left". Note that, due to the harater of the gluing funtionsg1 and g2 the sides hange their sense eah time when the urve rosses the border of thefundamental square [�0:25; 0:25℄ � [�0:25; 0:25℄ and appears at the opposite side of it.Then the \geometri" test for a ell  to be "good" is that  must have exatly four edges:two made fromW u1 and another two from W s1 ; and the following orientation rule must beful�lled: the ell  aquires the opposite orientation senses from the edges of W u1 and thesame rule is for the edges of W s1 : This means, for example, that  is at the "right handside" with respet to one of two unstable edges and at the "left hand side" with respetto another. All god ells satisfy this geometri test.There is another desription of ells belonging to FLE(1). Consider the horizontalvetor �eld, ��x ; on the torus. It annot be projeted onto Z as a vetor �eld, but it anbe done with the orresponding �eld of projetive diretions. It is not diÆult to deformslightly the horizontal �eld so that W u0 beomes an integral line of the projeted �eld ofprojeted diretions, denote the latter by Xu ; and its image with respet to the reversorR by Xs : Consider the funtion �1 whose value at a point z is the square of the sinusof the angle between F�(Xu) and F�1� (Xs) both evaluated at z : The gray ells are thosewhih ontain zeroes of �1 (f.[6℄ where the orresponding zeroes onstituted the lines offolds ). More preisely, the line of zeroes of �1 goes lose to the axes x = 0 and y = 0 :It passes trough eah grey ell and has a quasi-intersetion at the entral ell.3 Islands inside FLE(1)Here we onsider the islands whose iterates never quit FLE(1). The entral island is theolletion of all KAM irles whih are ontained, together with all their iterates, in theentral ell whih is painted by dark grey in Fig.1. Of ourse, the KAM irles of theentral island annot interset with the boundary of the ell. Neither they do intersetwith additional lines if we draw some W uk and W sk : For small values of k ; say k = 2; 3 ;the intersetion of these additional lines with the entral ell look like straight lines orparabolas of the form x = C1� 2�2gy2 and y = C2� 2�2gx2 (the oeÆient at the squareomes from the equation 1 where os is replaed with its Taylor quadrati approximation).Consider a more general situation where we have two families of parabolas of the formx = 12K1y2 + C1 ; y = 12K2x2 + C2 ; (2)where C1 and C2 are the parameters of the families, and K1 and K2 are the urvatureswhih are supposed to be large onstants. One an make a hange of variables of the formx = A� ; y = B� (3)5



Figure 1: The piture of FLE(1) in the window [�0:25; 0:25℄� [�0:25; 0:25℄ for g = 12:12 :letter E. The exeptional ells have either two or six edges. One an glue eah pair ofadjaent exeptional ells to obtain a normal ell, let us all it a setion, whih has twovertial edges made of W s1 and two horizontal edges made of W u1 : Then we an operatewith this setion in the same manner as with typial ells.Statement 2 The union of white ells in the preeding desription is hyperboli.Proof. All white ells, with one exeption, are small quadrangles whih are lose toparallelograms, while the restritions of the maps F and F�1 an be approximated bylinear maps. The only exeption is the ell in the right upper orner of Fig.1, but in thisase we an prolong W u0 and W s0 a little bit up to the �rst intersetion with F�1(W s0 ) andF (W u0 ) orrespondingly, and divide this "bad" ell into three "good" ones. Let  be a"good" white ell. Draw its two diagonals. The pointD of the intersetion of the diagonalsbelongs, evidently, to  and the vetors tangent to the diagonals at point D reate twoomplementary ones in the tangents spae at D : By means of the parallel translation wespread these pair of ones onto the whole ell  : The horizontal ones onstitute the �eldof the unstable ones, the vertial ones are the stable ones. The desription of white ellsgiven above results in dedution that these ones �elds are strething ones with respetto F and F�1 orrespondingly, the strething onstants being estimated from above byonst=pg : To make this proof e�etive we have added to FLE(1)two additional pairs4



Proof. If a periodi hain of KAM irles lies ompletely in � ; it possesses a uni-form hyperboli struture (see [4℄, [14℄). This ontradits to the quasiperiodiity of thedynamis indued by the iterates F on it. QEDNote that, if the boundary of an open set L onsists of ars of the stable and unstablemanifolds of some periodi hyperboli points of F ; then L satis�es automatially to theondition 1 of the Statement 1.Further in this paper we try to onstrut FLE's and derive onsequenes onerningthe existene of island of di�erent types.Suppose we sueeded in onstruting a dereasing sequene, L1 � L2 � : : : ; of FLEsuh that �(Ln) ! 0 as n ! 1 : Then, as it follows from the preeding disussion, themap F does not possess islands at all.In the sequel, we illustrate this approah taking the map (1). It is onvenient to reduethe phase spae by means of a symmetry group generated by the maps S1 : (x; y) 7! (1=2�x; 1=2 � y)mod1 ; S2 : (x; y) 7! (�x; y + 1=2)mod1 ; S3 : (x; y) 7! (x + 1=2;�y)mod1 :The new phase spae, denote it by Z ; is a projetive plane. It an be represented bya fundamental domain whih is the square [�0:25; 0:25℄� [�0:25; 0:25℄ with edges gluedby the maps g1 : (�0:25; y) 7! (0:25;�y) and g2 : (x;�0:25) 7! (�x; 0:25) : The mapF : Z ! Z indued by Fg on Z will play a role of our model in the rest of this paper.2 FLE(1)Let us �rst desribe a periodi orbit whose stable and unstable manifolds give rise toFLE's. The pair, f(�1=4; 1=4); (1=4;�1=4)g ; of opposite orner points of the fundamentaldomain is glued by the maps g1; g2 into one point A of Z ; and analogously the other pairof opposite orner points is glued to one point B of Z : The points A and B onstitute aperiodi orbit of period 2, this orbit being hyperboli if g > 0 :Denote by W u0 the ar of the unstable manifold of the point A whih goes from Aup to the �rst intersetion, H ; with the diagonal x = y (see Fig.1). The symmetri ar,W s0 = R(W u0 ) ; is an ar of the stable manifold of the point A : These two ars are seen onFig.1 as lines whih are running orrespondingly lose to the upper and right edges of thesquare [�0:25; 0:25℄ � [�0:25; 0:25℄ ; and meet at the point H ; the latter being situatedlose to the right upper orner. We will use the following notations for the iterates ofthese beginning ars: W uk = F k(W u0 ) ; k = 1; 2 : : : ; and W sk = F�k(W s0 ) ; k = 1; 2 : : : :Fig.1 represents the web W u0 [ W u1 [ W s0 [ W s1 whih reates a partition of Z intoells. Some ells of this partition are �lled by grey. They onstitute FLE(1). The reasonwhy we seleted these ells is following. Let  be a white ell, that is, not belonging toFLE(1). Then F () is a straight thin "parallelogram" whih goes around Z horizontallyand intersets all lines of F�1(W s0 ) transversally, its vertial sides are mapped by F intoW s0 ; while F () approahes W u0 from both of its sides. The analogous assertion is truewith respet to F�1() and W u0 ; the former being thin "parallelograms" going around Zhorizontally. The behaviour of grey ells with respet to the appliation of F and F�1is quite di�erent. Let  be a typial ell whih belongs to the vertial string of the greyells. Then F () is a "horseshoe", the images of the vertial edges of  still belong to W s0 ;while F () approahes W u0 only from one side. Analogous assertion is true with respetto the bakward images of the typial ells belonging to the horizontal string. There arefour exeptional ells whih are not "typial": their positions on Fig.1 are marked by the3



In this paper we try to formulate an approah to the posed problem whih is basedon the study of the partition of the phase spae reated by drawing suitable ars of thestable and unstable manifolds of some periodi points (see [9℄).Before getting into the details, let us dwell on the basi notions. Numerial experi-ments show that there is a nonvoid open subset E = E(M) ; of the real line, suh thatF = Fg;M with g 2 E possesses an island of stability. This means that there is an invariantsubset of positive Lebesgue measure �lled up with periodi hains of KAM irles (see[1℄, [2℄, [7℄, [12℄) . Reall that a periodi hain of KAM irles is an invariant set, C ;of the form C = Sp�1k=0 F k(C0) ; where C0 is a smoothly embedded one-dimensional torus,T1 = R=Z ; and F pjC0 is smoothly onjugated to a shift: � 7! � + !mod1 ; with anirrational (e.g. Diophantine) rotational number ! : The number p is the period of C ; theirles Ck = F k(C0) ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; p� 1: are the KAM irles, or the omponents of C :Of ourse, if the map possesses an island it annot be ergodi. How large is E ? Ithas been proven [5℄ that it is dense in [a;+1℄ for suÆiently large a : So the problem ofergodiity redues essentially to the estimation of the leb(E \ [n; n + 1℄) for large valuesof n 2 N : Here leb stands for the Lebesgue measure on the real line.In this paper we suggest a method whih provides us with a lassi�ation of islands and,in some na��ve way, gives a neessary ondition of existene of island of a given type. Anessential ingredient of the onstrution is the notion of a Fundamental Lous of Elliptiity(FLE). Let F be a di�eomorphism of a surfae Z onto itself. Suppose that F preservesa measure � with positive smooth density with respet to the Lebesgue 2-dimensionalmeasure in eah loal hart. Then all de�nitions and assertions of KAM theory are truefor suh F :A subset L � Z is alled FLE if it ontains at least one omponent of eah periodihain of KAM irles.We are going now to formulate a suÆient ondition for a subset to be a FLE. Let Z beequipped with a Riemannian metri. Let � 2℄0; 2�[ : A one with an opening � at a pointz 2 Z is a subset of the tangent spae to Z at z of the form: f~v 6= 0 : j 6 (~v; ~v0)j < �=2g ;where ~v0 is a �xed nonzero vetor. The image of a one at z with respet to the tangentmap to F is again a one at F (z) but possibly with another opening. Let � � Z be a (notneessarily invariant) subset. A family of ones, Kz � TzZ ; z 2 � ; is alled a uniformlyshrinking one �eld on � with respet to the map F if there exists a number 0 < q < 1suh that the following is true:for any point z 2 � ; suh that F (z) 2 � ; the image of Kz with respet to the tangentmap to F is ontained stritly in KF (z) ; and the ratio of the openings of the image of Kzand KF (z) is less than q :We say that � is uniformly hyperboli if it possesses two families of ones: Kuz ; z 2 � ;the unstable one, whih is uniformly shrinking with respet to F ; and Ksz ; z 2 � ; thestable one, whih is uniformly shrinking with respet to F�1 :One an easily dedue the following suÆient ondition for a subset L to be a FLE:Statement 1 Let L � Z possess the properties:1. if a KAM irle has a nonvoid intersetion with L ; it is wholly ontained in L ;2. there is a natural r suh that the omplement to Srk=�r F k(L) is uniformly hyperboli.Then L is a FLE. 2



Some remarks on the problem of ergodiity of theStandard MapA. Giorgilli� and V.F. Lazutkiny
AMS lassi�ation sheme numbers: 34C35, 58C05, 58C15, 70K50Abstrat. We onsider the problem of removing the islands of stability in the phasespae of the standard map by means of tuning the parameter. A possible onstrutionwhih gives a lassi�ation of periodi hains of islands in terms of a symboli dynamisand predits the values of the parameters for whih the island with a given symboli odeexists is suggested and disussed.

1 IntrodutionOne of the most important and diÆult problems of Hamiltonian dynamis is the problemof ergodiity on an energy level. By means of Poinar�e setion in many ases the studyof a Hamiltonian system an be essentially redued to that of disrete time dynamisgenerated by a sympleti map (see e. g., [7℄), or, in ase of two degrees of freedom, byan area-preserving map.Here we onsider the Standard family of area-preserving maps, de�ned on the two-dimensional torus, T2 = R2=Z2 ; by the equations Fg(x; y) = (x1; y1) wherex1 = g os(2�x)� y mod1 ;y1 = x mod1 : (1)The main question we are interested in is to �nd the values of the parameter g for whihthe map (1) is ergodi. One an expet that for these values of g the Lyapunov exponentsare positive almost everywhere, and therefore the system (1) is isomorphi to a Bernoullishift (see [13℄).�Dipartimento di Matematia e Appliazioni, Universit�a di Milano Bioa, Via Bioa degli Arim-boldi 8, 20126 MILANO (Italy)ySt.-Petersburg State University, Ulyanov.str.,1, Petrodvorets, St.-Petersburg, 198904 (RUSSIA)1


